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Dea" Heart-Centered Coache!, Consultant! and Entrepreneu# in Action,
I vow to be open, to be human, and to share with you my personal outlook and secrets that have impacted 
me to grow into the person I am today. If you are open to my transparency, please continue reading.

Welcome to my home . . .
At a very young age—young enough to need a working permit in order to be considered for work—I have 
always viewed sales as a unique opportunity to o!er someone a solution that they truly need and could 
otherwise not achieve without this opportunity.

I knew that in order for ANY businesses to thrive and continue to grow, there must be sales involved.  That 
was when I began my journey learning everything I could about sales, but particularly about educational/
enrollment sales because I strongly support higher learning and believe that there is NEVER an ending to 
personal growth and education.

To stay in integrity, I made a commitment to myself that I would NEVER sell and o!er anything that I 
didn’t feel could truly benefit someone and can get people results. 

I have consistently received acknowledgement and winning awards since 2003 for my performance, and 
among other things. In 2013, I received three awards, but one of them really spoke to me.  On the award it 
reads:
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Shining Sta"
Whatever you do, wherever you are, You stand out.  

You shine. You dazzle.
You inspire us by sharing your light,
and by always giving us something brighter to aim for.

YOU LIGHT THE WAY.



It was then I knew I was meant to 
do something BIGGER and brighter. 
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There’s only one of me, but if I share my knowledge and coach others, 
it will create the exponential circle of influence.  It is my hope that 
this e!ect will keep growing and multiplying to help more people who 
are in need of our gifts.

For the first time, I am now openly sharing valuable secrets to doing 
a consultation or more commonly known in the coaching industry, 
“discovery sessions” that will help you skyrocket your business, get 
more clients, make more income beyond what’s imaginable for you, so 
that you can step into your fullest potential and serve those people who 
are waiting for you.

Warmest wishes to you and your success,

The YES! Mentor



SECRET #1: Le$ i! more. 
One of the biggest mistakes coaches make is trying too hard to get a sale. 
Being the one who’s doing most of the talking during the session and trying to convince the other 
person why you are so credible, why your services are so great, and why they need to work with you—
this simply will not work.  

I am sure your services or programs truly can help them, but this approach ends up feeling very “salesy,” 
even if that was not your intention. As a result, they won’t buy because people don’t like being sold to.

Even if you did “sell” this person into your program, once you’re o! the phone and no longer there to 
convince them or remind them why they need your help, they are more likely to experience buyer’s 
remorse and will want to cancel. Then you’ll have spent all that time helping people who just end up 
canceling when they could truly benefit from receiving coaching from you.
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Remember: when you are doing too much talking, you are selling. 

So hold your jaw closed if you need to, and just LISTEN.
Listening is the KEY here. Listen to what they are sharing with you. What is their pain? Why is it so 
painful for them to stay stuck in this situation? What do they want to achieve? What are the biggest 
results they crave?

Don’t sell anyone into your program. Instead, listen and o!er them a solution to get the results they 
seek. When they sign up, you’ll have a truly committed client who will be the right fit for you and very 
enjoyable to work with.



SECRET #2: Don’t se% you" coaching
You’re probably thinking, “Huh? What do you mean?” The truth is—people don’t buy 
coaching; they don’t buy the process of working with you; people buy the outcome. 
Too often, I hear people focusing too much on the process or the coaching journey, 
and it’s just overwhelming to hear.

The truth is, people don’t care so much about 
the process; what they care about is HOW 
BIG and WHAT KIND OF RESULTS they get by 
working with you. 
So don’t sell your coaching—it’s the outcome that matters. This is 
probably the most critical and biggest mistakes coaches make, and it’s 
secretly sabotaging their sales. 

RESULTS
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Remember: People bUy RESULTS.



SECRET #3: Alway! make an o&e"  

Invitation
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OR AN INVITATION TO WORK WITH YOU.

I see and hear people spending so much time to deliver value, and as they are getting close to the end of 
the session, they don’t make the o!er!

Getting intimidated or uncomfortable (perhaps, you have other reasons) and not making an o!er to your 
program is a disservice to anyone who is in need of your help. This is one of the most common mistakes 
that all coaches have made or will make at one point. 

This is especially true if you are just starting out. This can also happen if you get nervous about selling or 
being too “salesy.” If you find yourself in this situation, the first thing to get rid of is the mental block you 
have around sales.

Understand that sales is A REALLY GREAT THING if your intention is to be of service to your client. As 
I mentioned earlier, sales is an opportunity to o!er someone something that they really need and can 
benefit from that they otherwise wouldn’t be able to achieve without your help.   What you o!er them is a 
solution to solve their problem, and remove their pain.

Just remember: if they are speaking to you,  
you offer something they need and want.

If it is the right fit, always make an o!er or an invitation to work with you.



SECRET #4: Don’t rush through you" o&e" 
A lot of people make the mistake of not giving the other person time to digest the investment.   
(And I don’t mean to get o! the phone and let them digest. )  Some mention the investment really 
fast—don’t do that! Presenting the investment is an extremely important step to the success of 
your session.

When the time is right and you present the investment, be sure to speak slowly and clearly, and 
make sure you pause before you go into anything else. The pause will give the other person time 
to process what you just said. 

If you need to, mentally count up to 3 in your own head: “1, 2, 3.” These 3 seconds may feel like a 
long time to you, but trust me; these 3 seconds will help you get closer to getting the “YES.”
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From now on, speak slowly, say the investment  
with a smile and with confidence, and PAUSE.

YES, you read that correctly—with a smile, even if you are conducting your session over the phone and the 
other person cannot actually see you. When you smile and talk over the phone, the other person can feel 
it. And when you confidently present the investment with a smile, you will come across as standing by 
the value of your program and giving o! the feeling of “YES, that’s right—for everything that I do and 
all the results you can achieve, it is REALLY seriously only $____.” This is the KEY to creating value. If you 
start to shy back or not communicate your investment confidently, they will feel it, and it will cause them 
to lean AWAY from you, which will subsequently sabotage your sale.

You know that your coaching is valuable and can get them great results. This is the time to claim it and 
be proud of what you o!er. Try this in your next session, and you will see and feel the BIG di!erence—I 
personally guarantee it!



SECRET #5: Don’t get a'ached
Always come from a place of service. 
Whether people end up investing or not, you have given them great value. Even if they don’t buy, they 
could later refer someone else that is a great fit—and this does happen. This mindset will help you relax, 
feel less pressured, and achieve a higher conversion.
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The more attached you are to getting a YES,  
the harder you will try to fight for the sale. 

As I mentioned earlier, when you try too hard, you will find yourself trying to convince, which brings us 
back to mistake #1. When you become too attached, you could come o! as being too aggressive or needy, 
and this will turn people o!.  People can tend to feel that.

Once you are able to achieve this and learn not to be attached, you will find yourself getting much better 
results, and your sessions will be more enjoyable and authentic. The true you and the work you do will 
shine.



SECRET #6: ALWAYS FIND 
o(ortunitie! t) create value

Value should have been created even prior to someone getting on the phone with you. There should be 
several opportunities for you to deliver value before the two of you have your session; when this is done 
correctly, you will be able to convert at a very high rate.

Time is valuable. If they didn’t see value or see that there is 
something you can do for them, they wouldn’t have signed up 
for a session with you—even if it were FREE.  
If you created value, they are already 50% sold before speaking to you, and if you continue to deliver the same 
value during the session, they WILL invest in your program.  They WILL gladly pay you to solve their problem.

Value is not created by showing them how great you are—not by simply talking about yourself—
and how long you’ve been in business. Instead of talking about yourself, pull up examples of your 
current or past clients and share their results. Show them that they can achieve those results too. 
This is just one of the many things you can do to create value. Without creating value, you will not be 
able to convert or get anywhere. I rarely get any objections anymore because I know how to create value 
throughout the session, so by the time I share the investment, they are READY and excited to enroll.  
They are THRILLED to find out that I have such an amazing program that can serve their needs and get 
them the results they’ve been seeking for.

Can you envision conducting sessions and no longer having any objections, having people just say 
“YES” on the spot? This truly can happen—I know because it happens to me and those I coach all 
the time!  

Imagine no more wasting time on giving free consultations just to find out that the other 
person really needs your help but they don’t enroll. Instead, each time your free session leads to 
a new happy paid client who just can’t wait to work with you!  This can absolutely be possible.
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SECRET #7: Alway! be 100% present
Be 100% present even if this is your 10th session of the 
day or the 1,000th session you’ve conducted. 

Clear what’s in your head, before you have your session. 

Coaches and consultants are humans, too.  We can become robotic and not even know 
it; it’s true! This can really sabotage your sales! This happens when you have done enough 
sessions and you know exactly what to say and when to say it; your responses are no longer 
coming 100% truly from the heart. So really watch out for this and be careful. 

You’ll want to be attentive and connect from the heart. Always show up to your session and 
be 100% present for the other person. When you show up, it will lead to many great things.
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SECRET #8: Make it easy fo" them t) say “ye!!”
Like Secret #1—less is better. I see a lot of coaches out there o!ering tons of di!erent packages available 
for people to choose from. Their intention is good. They figure this will allow everyone to have an option 
they can a!ord or would like to do, or perhaps it makes them appear more credible because they have 
more options. But the truth is, people don’t know how many sessions they need or how long they need to 
work with you to achieve the results they want, but you do!  YOU are the expert.

When you have too many options available, even you may start to get unclear on which option you should 
o!er them. When there are too many options to choose from, people’s brains will start to shut down 
because they’re overwhelmed, and then you will get the objection of “I need to think about it.” You have 
now created your own objection.

Do you remember a time when you go into a restaurant and you have a menu that has way too many 
options, and you just don’t know what to order?  And you just end up sitting there trying to decide what to 
eat.  I can already think of several restaurants that I avoid going to because everytime I go in, I never know 
what to order!  Same thing happens when you have too many options and packages for people.  
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Having too many options will make people stall on making  
a committed decision to invest which will stall them  
from growing and seeing the results that they need.

Instead, only o!er a few packages. For example, o!er a three-session package or a ten-session package, 
and then YOU make the recommendation of which one is best for them and let them know. If you o!er 
the ten-session package and they can’t a!ord it, then you can go into o!ering them either a payment plan 
that allows them to pay it o! while they work with you, or you can o!er them the three-session package.

Even at this point, there is a very clear, proven strategic way you can downgrade them to the lower 
package to inspire them to take action now rather than not taking any action at all. 

Position yourself as the expert. Make a professional recommendation on what they should do based on 
where they are now and where they want to be to get results.



SECRET #9: Control you" se*ion
Don’t deviate from a proven step-by-step script when the script works. Stick to the script and do not 
let anyone take control of your session. Sometimes, people may just get really excited and start sharing 
things with you that steer you further away from helping them get results. Don’t let that happen.  Know 
what to say to gracefully get them back on track to where you need them to be.
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Take control of your session from the beginning, 
all the way to the very end. 

The best way to do this is to share the outline of how the session will be right 
from the start. When you establish this, people are very receptive to following it, 
and they will also loosen up because they now know what to expect. 

People typically get uncomfortable in a new situation or when they don’t know 
what to expect. So let’s help them get comfortable right at the start, so you 
can build a trusting relationship in a safe environment for them.

Share with them what your intentions are for the session and what 
you’ll be working on together, and then go straight to asking them 
the first question or having them share with you what they do or 
a little about themselves.

People will happily comply, and your conversation 
will just naturally flow the way you want if you set 
the tone right in the beginning. And that’s a 
nice start to a successful discovery session/
consultation that will lead to something 
beautiful!



SECRET #10: Inspire, inspire, inspire.
One of the biggest di!erences I see that explains why I convert at such a high rate is that I understand the 
importance of painting a picture to show what’s possible. 

If you find that people don’t have clarity on what direction they want to go, or what 
they can possibly o!er, throw out some possible options to inspire, motivate, and 
show them what is possible.  
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This is a great opportunity for you to show them 
you are the expert so that you can help them.

This is another wonderful opportunity to share some client stories of 
people you’ve worked with who are similar to them—a situation where 
a person was also stuck, and now they are exactly where they want to 
be—and show them that they can do it too with the right guidance. 
There are many great strategies to inspire others to take action NOW, 
so they will invest in themselves through working with you.



SECRET #11: Alway! get some type of commitment

The secret to getting more YES is to ALWAYS secure 
the person’s commitment before you end the session.
Sure, sometimes people may truly be interested in enrolling in your program, but they have their reasons 
and need to get back to you later. Maybe it’s “I need to talk to my husband first” or “I need to check my 
bank account and see how much money I have.”  Whatever the reason is don’t just let them leave your 
session without a commitment.

If they are a fit to work with you, always create urgency to give them yet another enticing reason why 
they need to enroll and get started with you TODAY. Let them know it is their best interest to get 
started now and why.  Remember it is not about YOU.  Take yourself out of the equation.  It is about the 
potential client you’re speaking with and why it is best for them to stop stalling and get started NOW.

Let them know that you like to honor or reward those who are committed to taking action today, so it 
doesn’t stall them from their _____________ (business, person life, health, career). People love unexpected 
and pleasant surprises, and I love giving them! How you present this part is going to be important.  The 
next step after this and how you handle it is also just as important.

In order to honor their discount or bonus, ask for their credit card info to show that they are serious, 
and then schedule a time to reconnect the next day. You may need a little bit of coaching, but if 
you’ve approached it the right way, THIS WILL NOT FEEL SALESY or high pressured to them. In fact, 
people will be grateful that you’re allowing them to get back to you!

If they come up with excuses for why they can’t give you their credit card info, you haven’t created 
enough value; they will not enroll. Nine times out of ten, when you secure their credit card info on the 
spot, the call with them the next day will result with a “yes” if you have conducted the session and 
the follow-up steps correctly. And usually, because they’ve had time to reflect back on the session, 
they will be even more excited than they were during your initial call! This is a great beginning to a 
lovely partnership.
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BEFORE YOU END THE SESSION.



SECRET #12: The secret t+l:

This is crucial; you can’t just wing it. When you have a clear step-by-step script, you will also be more 
confident when you conduct your session, which communicates trust, credibility, experience, and 
knowledge.
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LEARN TO SEED YOUR OFFER WITHOUT BEING SALESY, 
AND HAVE A CLEAR PROVEN SCRIPT THAT CONVERTS

20%
70%

When you are more confident, you will convert at a much higher rate. 

Your confidence will come through on the phone. Not knowing how to 
close the session, how or when to make an o!er at the right time, how to 
solidly handle all the objections, or what steps need to come next is going 
to hurt your results.

Over the last seven years, I have crafted my own irresistible discovery 
session and free consultation script and have perfected it through the 
hundreds of sessions I have done to know what works and what DOESN’T 
work. I use this same script each time and have consistently achieved a 
closing ratio of 70%+; that’s 7 out of 10 people I speak with will say YES—
and they’ll excitedly do it on the spot.



Let’s do a little bit of math here. Let’s say you have a script, and it’s not bad.  It’s converting, but at a slow 
rate and definitely not getting you the ultimate result you want, and it’s converting at 20%.
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Situation A
to Friday) for the  next 4 weeks 
 =  20 sessions.

 
= 4 new clients

 
= $10,000 in income for the month. 

That’s not bad, right? Absolutely not!

 program 
4 new clients

$10,000

x

Situation B
to Friday) for the next 4 weeks    
=  20 sessions.

 
= 14 new clients

 
= $35,000 in income for the month!  

Much better right?!

 program 
14 new clients

$35,000

x

Now, let’s take a clear, proven, and powerful script which easily converts at 70%.

per month

per month
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The above scenario is a perfect example that shows how you can easily 
TRIPLE your income when you conduct consultations and discovery 
sessions the RIGHT way.  
Having a proven system and hot script is the secret tool you need to skyrocket your conversion and 
your income.   All of this can be done without “selling” or being high-pressured or salesy.

Now, if you’re thinking, “Well great, Maggie! That sounds easy enough, but my programs/

premium and higher valued programs, so you can o!er comprehensive programs and 

Premium programs are great—they create a win-win situation for both you and 
your clients. Your client is more invested, more committed, and will achieve deeper 
and bigger transformation; in return, you get paid gorgeously for it! Does that make sense?

With results like this, my clients choose to not work full-time, they have the financial freedom to work 
when they want and take months o! to go on vacation, and they take good care of themselves and their 
families because they CAN.

In Situation A above based on 52 weeks in a year,

In Situation B above based on 52 weeks in a year,

that’s $130,000 annual income.

that’s $455,000 annual income!

the high converting and high impact script and system in place to conduct your sessions.



It takes the SAME time to achieve both results above. But Situation B will be an easier and more enjoyable 
for you to conduct when you have a the RIGHT script and know exactly what to say to inspire people to say 
“YES” without being salesy. See the di!erence?

My latest enrollment period resulted in 100% conversion on a program I o!ered at the end of a free 

on the spot; it resulted in a six-figure revenue in only a 2.5 week period.   The best part- I barely got any 
objections and my clients are extremely happy and excited to get this incredible help!

While many programs out there may teach you how to handle objections- my thought on this is...if you 
know how to conduct a truly powerful and amazing session that creates value-  you wouldn’t even need 
to handle objections, because there wouldn’t be much or even any in the first place!  
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YES!

YES!

YES!

YES!

THAT IS WHAT I  EXPERIENCE OVER AND OVER AGAIN AND WHAT I TEACH.  

High impact discovery sessions and consultations  that will result in little or no objections. 

Imagine your sessions without objections, and people just say…



How would that feel for you? Wouldn’t you like to do this too? 
These kinds of results are absolutely achievable. You just need to have an irresistible script and be crystal 
clear on exactly what you need to say to empower others to invest in themselves through working with you.

This same script I crafted works beautifully whether I’m speaking to a business, career, relationship, or 
health coach, and ANYONE in the service-oriented industry. Do not underestimate the importance of 
having a clear, proven system and script in place to partner with you when you conduct these valuable 
sessions, so that they CONVERT.
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The key is knowing the right phrases to say 
to really inspire people to take action now.  

I have mastered this skill, so if you have your own script, you can use that, or you can get coached 
to achieve this same status. Then you’ll no longer have to spend time handling objections- the least 
favorite part for most people.

Stop spending time on marketing and finding enough clients to keep your business going. Instead, 
spend your time doing what you love—servicing your paid happy clients and designing new 
programs to skyrocket your income so that you never have to struggle with cash flow again.

If you don’t feel like reinventing the wheel and want a fast track to making more money and 
working with paid clients NOW, I recommend that you master your discovery sessions or 
consultations by avoiding the mistakes above, implement the secrets I just revealed, and seek 
professional coaching to help you get big results FAST.
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Everyone has a life story, and YOU get to write your own story and choose the steps you want to take. 
If you dream of helping more people, sharing your gifts with those who are in need of your help, having 
a thriving coaching business with consistent cash flow, and doing what you love while making TONS of 
money, NOW is your opportunity to turn your dreams into reality.

If after reading the above mistakes, and you find yourself making those too, I want you to ask yourself 
this:

“ Can I benefit from receiving personal coaching on doing 
sessions that convert on the spot or by learning how to make 
enticing o!ers that inspire people to take action NOW?

If your answer is “YES” and it’s a solid “YES,” then I invite you to work with 
me so we can skyrocket your sales together. Give the gift of investing back 
in yourself so that you can step out to your fullest potential and continue to 
serve all those people that are waiting for you.

Ready for the Next Step?



If you are ready to step into action, please go to the link below now to learn how I can support you and if 
it feels right- I encourage you to take advantage and apply for a complimentary High Conversion, High 
Impact Interview with me to determine how I can help you in your next steps to getting A LOT more YES 
in less time and less e!ort.

www.yestocoaching.com/yes

I acknowledge you for your dedication and commitment to up-leveling yourself. I am in full support and 
service to helping you achieve your goals.

It has been a privilege to share with you my secrets to helping you skyrocket your sales conversion—one 
amazing client at a time.

I like to leave you with one quote that really inspired me:
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The YES! Mentor

Dream BIG, and turn YOUR OWN dream into reality.  It’s time.  Never 
stop believing.  The world needs you.

I look forward to hearing from you!

www.yestocoaching.com/yes

Here’s to creating an exponential circle of influence,

someone else
“If you don’t build your DREAM, 

will hire you 
to build theirs.”

Tony A Gaskins Jr

http://www.yestocoaching.com/yes
http://www.yestocoaching.com/yes

